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David Icke, the world s most controversial author, has spent the last quarter of a century unravelling

the secrets of the Universe, reality and the forces that manipulate our world. What was once

ridiculed and dismissed is now being confirmed again and again as Icke, a figure of fun for so long,

is acknowledged as a man way ahead of his time.
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David Icke is a truly prolific author, lecturer, and researcher, covering some of the most advanced

knowledge and information on the planet. His books tend to recap his prior works and then add on

some new material and some more expanded ideas about how to integrate and comprehend what

he has uncovered. He covers a vast amount of material (this new book is over 900 pages in length)

and connects together a number of topics and areas of research. Many of the topics relate to

conspiratorial forces at work in human society as well as metaphysics and occult science, showing

how limited our perception of reality truly is. Icke has a good grasp of the concepts in physics and

metaphysics which demonstrate how illusory and narrow our perception of reality is, and how

consciousness/awareness is what underlies everything.Icke goes through a lot of details about

extraterrestrial influences on human civilization and how much of this relates to what he now refers

to as the "archons" and their agenda. Archons is a term from ancient Gnostic writings, which refers

to the dark/evil forces that hijack Creation for their own manipulative pursuits. Icke considers the

"reptilians" he has long spoken about to be one major expression of the Archon consciousness, but

not the only one. He describes how satanism and pedophilia are deeply connected to those dark



power structures, and goes over how human beliefs systems are pretty much all "bollocks," i.e. full

of B.S. that separates us from our true spiritual power and freedom.Icke repeats his mantra that

infinite love and infinite possibility are the only truth, with all else being illusion. He, of course,

spends a lot of time examining the multiple levels of the illusion and how they function.

Ok, let me start off by saying that I am and always strive to be both skeptical and open minded. I

purchased this book because I had over heard a few people I know talking about him, and after

reading several explanations and reviews of his books, and some online forumâ€™s I figured, what

the heck, I'll give it a shot.This is a massive tome, and I can say it is well published and durable

which is always nice when you have to sink some significant money into a book, such as with this

one.Icke's style of writing isnâ€™t bad, he is fairly lucid in tying his arguments and theories together,

and the amount of pictures and side commentary doesnâ€™t detract.Why I have given this book two

stars is, Iâ€™m sorry, donâ€™t shoot me, but it is almost 95% assumptions, and 5% grey truths,

granted the topic and theories which are being discussed, from the premise of what Icke is

pontificating canâ€™t be proven wrong necessarily because it goes exactly against what Icke says

the "archons" are trying, or more pointedly as Icke believes, actually doing to us.Now donâ€™t get

me wrong, I have no delusions that our world/s; cultures, governments and general state of thought

are 100% accurate as they are presented that would just be naive, And I do agree with Icke's over

arching premise that there are indeed some very FUBAR stuff going on with different governments

and Social Orders.But as the old saying goes, Correlation doesnâ€™t automatically mean

Causation. One example of this in the book would be when Icke has a picture of a Natural Rock

formation, which when looking at it could, and Icke does, construes it as being reptilian in shape.
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